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Abstract Currently, there is a big discussion ongoing among both practitioners
and scientists whether the benefits of the Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint
(ACBC) analysis in comparison to (standard) Choice-Based Conjoint (CBC)
analysis are justifying the additional costs and efforts of ACBC. To answer
this question, recent studies in literature are reviewed and a conducted ACBC
(n=205) about e-commerce in an international context is analyzed with regards
to several aspects, e.g. excluded attribute levels and stimuli used for the Choice
Tasks section. The results indicate that CBC is generally able to provide the main
information about the most preferred attribute levels with less effort compared to
ACBC. However, ACBC is very suitable for more complex products or services
and for gaining deeper insights, such as information about the second-best
options or completely unacceptable features. Furthermore, CBC requires a
bigger sample size and is often less precise. Still, the related context will remain
the main factor for or against the usage of one or the other method.
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1 Introduction
Choice-Based Conjoint analysis (CBC) has been the most frequently used form
of conjoint analysis amongst all existing ones in the last decades (Ku et al, 2017;
Voleti et al, 2017). Originally developed by Louviere and Woodworth (1983)
and made easily applicable by Sawtooth Software‘s CBC system in 1993, CBC
nowadays is the standard method to analyze discrete choices among multiattributed stimuli. (Standard) CBC not only outperforms traditional conjoint
analysis (TCA) – even if hierarchical Bayes estimation is used in the latter one
(Baier et al, 2016) – but CBC is also able to illustrate the decision making process
more realistically, especially if extended by incentive alignment (Ding, 2007)
or dual-response procedures (Wlömert and Eggers, 2016). However, the latest
report of conjoint analysis usage (Sawtooth Software, 2019) states that the
percentage of Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint analysis1 (ACBC) projects
increased in recent years, while the percentage of CBC projects slightly declined.
The ACBC invented in 2007 (Johnson and Orme) comes at certain costs,
but it also provides many benefits for researchers and practitioners likewise.
Accordingly, there is an ongoing major debate about whether the benefits of
ACBC are justifying its additional efforts compared to CBC. To cover all
relevant aspects, the paper at hand is structured as follows: First, the theoretical
disadvantages of CBC investigations are presented (Section 1). Founded on
these shortcomings, the ACBC and its theoretical advantages are illuminated in
Section 3. Afterwards, a review of recent studies dealing with the comparison
of CBC to ACBC is given (Section 4), before an own empirical study (Section
5) is used for examining the diverse trade-off aspects (Section 6). In Section 7, a
conclusion is drawn based on this concrete investigation.

2 Theoretical Disadvantages of CBC
The development of ACBC was propelled by shortcomings performing a CBC
investigation. Major issues with CBC investigations are illustrated in Table 1.
Even though research proposed optimized types of CBC, where choice tasks
are adapted depending on previous decisions (Gensler et al, 2012; Toubia

1

referring to the composition of Sawtooth Software.
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et al, 2004), the overall layout of the survey remains identical. The findings
(Table 1) go in line with recently conducted research showing that the validity
of commercially fielded CBC investigations slightly went down (Selka and
Baier, 2014).

Table 1: Theoretical Disadvantages with CBC investigations.

Theoretical Disadvantage

Source(s)

Answering the same question multiple times
across varying choice tasks is often experienced
as very monotonous and boring

Bauer et al (2015), Lines
and Denstadli (2004)

Respondents are often facing stimuli that are irrelevant to them

Garver et al (2012)

=⇒ If respondents focus on certain key features
not contained within the stimuli, they may only
choose the none-option

Steiner and Meißner (2018)

(When applying more than just a limited amount
of the most important attributes) respondents tend
to not carefully weigh up the trade-off of different
choices (anymore)
=⇒ Instead, they use fast-feasible simplification
strategies

Gilbride and Allenby
(2004), Ryan et al (2009),
Scholz et al (2010),

=⇒ Respondents’ choices could better be captured
by non-compensatory models where only a few
attribute levels are considered

Yee et al (2007)

Still, CBC assumes a compensatory model with
respondents carefully weighing up different choice
options using compensatory decision heuristics

Garver et al (2012) Scholz
et al (2010)

Apparently, the assumption of a compensatory model with compensatory
decision heuristics does neither go in line with the observed quick answering
behavior, nor with detected simplified respondents heuristics, which led to the
development of ACBC in 2007 by Johnson and Orme.
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3 ACBC and Its Theoretical Advantages
The process of ACBC contains three to four sections: In the first section (“BuildYour-Own”, abbr.: BYO) respondents are asked to create their ideal product
selecting the best attribute levels. Similar to the incentive-aligned upgrading
method from Park et al (2008), it is possible to extend the BYO by a "summed
price"-setup allowing to determine a base price and/or component prices for all
attribute levels. The researcher may further specify which attributes should be
included in the BYO-section and whether conditional attributes exist or whether
a conditional display should be part of the BYO. The latter one illustrates the
current BYO-selection based on what respondents are indicating. Based on this
ideal product, a screening section is pursued. Here, respondents are exposed to
similar stimuli (as full-profile stimuli), asking whether presented stimuli are taken
into consideration or not (binary choice: “a possibility” vs. “not a possibility”).
Depending on which attribute levels of a stimulus are chosen very frequently,
respondents are asked whether the related attribute level is representing a
“must-have”-level to them. In parallel to this, respondents will be asked whether
an attribute level is considered as an unacceptable attribute level, when the
same attribute levels of a stimulus are always rejected. When respondents are
thereby asked to select the most unacceptable (or most important) level out
of the detected attribute levels proposed, respondents still could select that
none of these presents an unacceptable (or must-have) level. Here, researchers
may specify how many unacceptable and must-have levels could potentially be
detected. It is recommended to use the #Unacceptables = #ScreeningTasks - 3
and #MustHaves = #ScreeningTasks - 4 (Sawtooth Software, 2014). Based on
the results of the selected must-have and unacceptable levels, a regular CBC is
performed. Here, unacceptable attribute levels will not appear at all, while musthave levels kept constant for all stimuli in each choice set (highlighted in gray)
to ensure that the proposed stimuli are really part of the respondents’ evoked
set and to allow respondents to focus on their relevant trade-off attribute levels.
Again, the researcher may specify how many stimuli (out of the stimuli selected
as a possibility in the screening section) should be part of this choice tournament
section. The chosen "winning" stimulus of each choice set will be compared
with other winning stimuli in subsequent choice tasks, until the most preferred
stimulus is identified. With k stimuli marked as a possibility in the screening
section, the final winning stimulus will be yielded after k/2 choice tasks when
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using three stimuli per choice task (Sawtooth Software, 2014). Additionally,
a fourth section can be included asking for buying probabilities (“calibration
section”) for the BYO-option, winning concept of the CBC tournament and
further stimuli. These buying probabilities are enquired by a scale ranging from
a minimum of two to a maximum of nine scale points (by default, a 5-point
Likert scale is used).

Section

Configurator
Section
(Build Your Own)

Aim

Task:
Respondents
are asked to
…

Screening
Section

Choice Tasks
Section

∙ Identification of
ideal (product)
concepts for
generating nearneighbor concepts

∙ Identification of
unacceptable and
must-have levels
(non-compensatory
heuristics)
∙ Identification of
consideration set

∙ Identification of
most preferred
concept

… self-select best
levels

… categorize
presented
variations of the
ideal concept
(binary choice)

… select best
concepts among
presented ones

Calibration
Section
(optional)

∙ Collecting
additional concept
evaluations

∙ Collecting choices
among alternative
concepts

… rate purchase
likelihood for
presented
concepts

Figure 1: Procedure of an Adaptive Choice-Based Conjoint analysis (based on Sawtooth Software
2014).

Critically reflecting this procedure, one might argue that the eligibility of ACBC
for simplifying the trade-off decisions compared to CBC is not sufficiently given
when also using full-profile stimuli. However, in contrast to the CBC design, the
screening section is not asking about the best choice, but whether the presented
stimuli are generally taken into consideration allowing to simplify the decision.
This approach aims to mimic a more realistic choice behavior by deploying
a two-step decision making process: first, consumers will form an evoked set
(screening section), before choosing the best option within that evoked set (CBC
section) subsequently (Shocker et al, 1991; Turley and LeBlanc, 1995). This
kind of procedure is similar to dual-response types of CBC that have proven to
outperform CBC in several regards (Schlereth and Skiera, 2016; Wlömert and
Eggers, 2016). Apart from that, the implementation of both types of choice tasks
(taking stimuli into consideration or not, as well as choosing the best stimulus)
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allows to combine the benefits of applying rejectable choice sets (with more
evaluative judgments) and forced choice sets (with more comparative judgments)
and thereby highlight how respondents process and recall information from
choice tasks (Parker and Schrift, 2011).
Furthermore, it should be noticed that the choice tournament section resembles
the CBC procedure resulting in the same monotonous patterns. However, the
previous two sections enable respondents to focus on far less stimuli in this section
and the ones presented are even closer to the individual, ideal configuration.
Additionally, specifying an ideal BYO-stimulus and include/exclude concepts
into one’s consideration set is loosening the rigid procedure of sole CBC
procedures and could be considered to require less cognitive effort than choosing
the best option. Moreover, this adaptive approach could handle extreme response
behavior (frequently occurring with CBC investigations (Gensler et al, 2012))
better by applying the previous two sections.
The designs created for the screening section are based on the selection in
the BYO-section. In line with the traditional orthogonal array, each attribute
should vary in order to accomplish maximum statistical efficiency. If only a
certain amount of attributes varies, this will result in lower statistical efficiency.
Therefore, the design creation using ACBC tries to antagonize these issues
by focusing on "near-neighbor"-stimuli that are more relevant to respondents
(Sawtooth Software, 2014). Apart from that, usual design efficiency criteria
employed for CBC investigations (such as high D-efficiency and orthogonality)
are based on the assumption of respondents using compensatory decision
heuristics. Hence, the design of ACBC experiments should take into account
the before-mentioned non-compensatory screening rules most respondents
are applying. Additionally, varying only a subset of all attributes within each
stimulus will lead to less noise in the data. Consequently, the designs could
not be considered as perfectly orthogonal, though they have proven to function
very well and a feature was implemented into the software to check the design
created regarding orthogonality (Sawtooth Software, 2014).
These near-orthogonal designs follow a five-step algorithm (Sawtooth Software, 2014): Depending on the BYO-selection by respondents, a vector S0 with
as many elements as attributes contained in the BYO-section explains which
attribute levels have been chosen for the ideal BYO-option. On the researchers’
side, one could determine the total number of stimuli that should be created (T),
as well as the minimum amount of attributes varying from the BYO-selection
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(Amin ) and the maximum amount of attributes varying from the BYO-selection
(Amax ). For the latter one, half of all attributes in the BYO could be varied at
maximum.
Step 1: In order to generate a new near-neighbor stimulus Si , the algorithm
randomly chooses an integer (Ai ) ranging from Amin to Amax specifying
how many attributes within S0 will be modified.
Step 2: Ai elements within S0 are randomly selected to be modified.
Step 3: New levels for the attributes selected from the previous step are randomly
chosen varying from the BYO-selection. All other attribute levels from
the BYO-selection are kept constant.
Step 4: It is checked whether the concept selected is not a duplicate to another
stimulus previously chosen for this respondent and is not at odds with any
prohibited pairs. In case the chosen stimulus is prohibited or a duplicate,
the stimulus will be rejected and the first step starts again.
Step 5: It is tested whether relabeling non-BYO selected attribute levels to a
different non-BYO selected attribute level within the same attribute
improves the relative D-efficiency of the design for this respondent.
In parallel to this, it is checked whether swapping non-BYO selected
attribute levels between two stimuli improves the relative D-efficiency. In
case swapping or relabeling increases efficiency while the target level
count balance is not deteriorating, adaptions are accepted.

4 Results from Empirical Comparisons of CBC and
ACBC
Before evaluating ACBC’s benefits and additional efforts compared with CBC
based on an empirical study in the context of international e-commerce, recent
studies comparing the two methods in other environments are presented in
chronological order in Table 2.
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Table 2: Review of Recent Studies Comparing (HIT-)CBC to ACBC.
Source

Sample

Johnson and nCBC =277,
Orme (2007) nACBC =282

Application Results
Example
Laptops

Median time to complete ACBC (11.6 minutes) more than
twice the time for a CBC (5.4 minutes)
ACBC is experienced as more interesting & more realistic
Both methods produced similar results in terms of Mean
Absolute Errors (abbr.: MAE) for predicting holdout shares
Hit rate for the last holdout used was significantly higher
for the ACBC.

nCBC ≈500 Recreational ACBC’s hit rate was higher than CBC’s, albeit not signifinACBC ≈400 Equipment cantly.
Orme and
Johnson
(2008)
Chapman
et al (2009)

nACBC I =299, Home
ACBC outperformed CBC in terms of MAE, market share
nACBC II =303, Purchases predictions & hit rates, albeit not significantly regarding
nACBC III =295,
hit rates.
nCBC =314
nCBC =201,
nACBC =199

Cunningham Review of
et al (2010) Various
Articles

Computer ACBC’s estimates were closer to actual market data, generAccessory ating smaller standard deviations of respondents’ utilities
& yielding 15-25% lower error proportion than CBC
ACBC showed to estimate greater price sensitivity.
−

ACBC simulates the decision-making process more realistically & respondents evaluated this method as more engaging than traditional conjoint approaches
ACBC shows improved prediction of holdout tasks, more
precise estimations of product decisions & lower standard
errors
ACBC requires more time for completion.

Jervis et al
(2012)

nCBC =777, Sour Cream ACBC performs better in estimating the perception of
nACBC =250
brands & price compared to CBC, with smaller standard
deviations at the estimated individual utilities
Confirmed earlier proposition that ACBC leads to similar
results even if smaller samples are used.

Bauer et al
(2015)

n=423
for both
methods,
nholdout =66

Cars

ACBC significantly outperforms even HIT-CBC regarding
hit rates & qualitative criteria, such as overall pleasure, task
simplicity, closeness to reality & enjoyment;
Internal (using holdout tasks) & external (using a separate
holdout sample) MAEs have been smaller using ACBC

Similarily to Chapman et al (2009), more precise estimations about the
willingness-to-pay were also confirmed by Gensler et al (2012), who adapted
price levels based on previous choice decisions and implemented conjunctive
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and disjunctive decision heuristics for price. Moreover, findings on higher
external validity when using adaptive designs based on previous choices (Bauer
et al, 2015) could also be confirmed by Gensler et al (2012).
Summarizing all studies, one can observe that ACBC prevails in most cases
compared to CBC. Only the longer interview time appears to represent a
major drawback. However, respondents prefer ACBC over CBC due to its more
encouraging and less monotonous procedure. Moreover, it is recommended
to use ACBC in rather complex decision environments with about more than
six attributes, whereas CBC should be used for choice designs with just a
few attributes (Eggers and Sattler, 2011). Besides the fact that the number of
attributes intended always depends on the number of levels applied, literature
emphasizes that respondents are cognitively overstrained when facing a wide
range of attributes (Green and Srinivasan, 1990; Lines and Denstadli, 2004;
Netzer and Srinivasan, 2011; Scholz et al, 2010) in full-profile designs. Apart
from that, it becomes clear that ACBC is still a rather nascent phenomenon in
literature with only a few applications existing (e.g. Garver et al 2012; Hinnen
et al 2017; Wuebker et al 2015), while most experiments are conducted by
researchers affiliated with the software provider Sawtooth Software.

5 Research Methodology and Data Collection
To examine whether ACBC’s benefits are justifying its additional effort concerning time and cost compared to the predominantly used CBC, an own empirical
study has been conducted. This empirical study applying an ACBC serves
exemplarily for deriving advantages and disadvantages with ACBC and will
be compared to hypothetical CBC investigations. Here, ACBC was applied in
the context of e-commerce configurations for Chinese and German consumers.
As ACBC is more appropriate for complex decision environments with more
than five (Garver et al, 2012) or six attributes (Eggers and Sattler, 2011),
the eight most important attributes for e-commerce were used illustrating a
more holistic perspective on the ideal configuration. Furthermore, all eight
attributes contained four attribute levels preventing the number-of-levels effect
(Steenkamp and Wittink, 1994; Verlegh et al, 2002). In addition, the order of
the attributes shown to each respondent was randomized in order to prevent
the position effect. The investigation was exemplified by sport compression
shorts in the considered online shop to provide a more descriptive scenario for
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Table 3: Attributes and Attribute Levels used.
Attribute

Attribute level 1

Attribute level 2

Attribute level 3

Attribute level 4

Method of
payment

PayPal

Credit card

AliPay

WeChat Pay

Country of
production

Germany

Europe
(except Germany)

China

USA

Time for
delivery

3 days

5 days

7 days

9 days

Product
references

3/5 stars

4/5 stars

5/5 stars

References unknown

Warranty
options

No redemption

Return shipment at
additional costs

Free return shipment

Free return shipment &
extended conversion period

Contact
possibilities

Via e-mail

Via phone

Via live-chat

No contact possibilities

Price

70€

80€

90€

100€

Website
design

respondents. The ACBC itself included all four before-mentioned sections. Furthermore, seven screening tasks were implemented and four times it was asked
for any unacceptable attribute levels, three times for any must-have attribute
levels – as recommended by the software provider for the number of attributes
utilized. Still, some adjustments were made to shorten the already longer survey
procedure. The ACBC consisted of only three concepts per screening task (plus
additional none-option). Besides, the number of calibration stimuli shown was
reduced to four instead of six, the minimum number of attributes to vary from
BYO-selection was scaled down to one and the maximum number of attributes
to vary from BYO-selection was cut down to two. Generally speaking, the total
number of potential stimuli would be 84 resulting in 4,096 stimuli. Using the
ACBC approach with the BYO-selection as starting point, this number can be
broken down to the number of screening tasks (7) times the number of stimuli
per screening task (3) leading to 21 stimuli each respondent will be evaluating.
Out of these 21 stimuli from the respondents’ evoked set, 16 will be used in the
third section (choice tournament) at maximum.
Holdout tasks, which are commonly used in CBC investigations for measuring
hit rates and MAE, are not planned to be implemented in ACBC surveys due
to the adaptive design of ACBC investigations (Sawtooth Software, 2014). As
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ACBC’s choice design is created “on-the-fly”, it is basically not possible to
generate an experimental design prior to the launch. Furthermore, holdout tasks
determined a priori might display respondents stimuli including attribute levels
that they have already assigned as unacceptable attribute levels, potentially
leading to confusion and higher dropout rates. However, implementing holdout
tasks is not mandatory, because prognostic validity can be tested through diverse
testing methods: Actual market data or information about consumers’ real buying
probabilities should be preferred (Steiner and Meißner, 2018), as recommended
by developers of the ACBC (Sawtooth Software, 2014). Ultimately, both
approaches, hit rates and real-world buying probabilities, should serve as
reference for judging whether estimated utilities provide predictive validity,
which can be checked using the separately determined buying probabilities
accessed in the calibration section.
In order to make sure that the design created will show each attribute level at
least two times (generating enough near-neighbor stimuli), the design was tested
with five dummy respondents answering randomly. Results strongly suggested
the implementation of the BYO-section to increase the D-efficiency of the
chosen design (see Table 4). Apart from that, it was ensured that each attribute
level occurred at least two times (85% of the time even more than two times).

Table 4: D-efficiency with and without BYO-section.

Respondent Number
1
2
3
4
5

D-Efficiency w/ BYO
0,8176
0,8919
0,8346
0,8305
0,8769

D-Efficiency w/o BYO
0,0019
0,0022
0,0000
0,0018
0,0022

Focusing on German and Chinese consumers with sport affinity and online
shopping experience, a very large target group could be considered. Therefore,
a two-step clustered sample approach has been conducted allowing to survey a
widespread sample. Considering the subject of this investigation, respondents
should be both experienced in online shopping and also demonstrate some affinity
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to sports. As more than two-thirds of the German population shopped online at
least once, data collection has been focusing on the second segmentation criterion
of exercising on a regular basis. Therefore, all German sport associations of
the 16 federal states in Germany were contacted and asked to randomly select
a certain number of sport clubs out of their lists to answer the survey. The
number of randomly selected sport clubs varies by the number of members of the
corresponding federal sport association, taking into account the varying number
of sport clubs per federal sport association. Consequently, 51 randomly selected
sport clubs distributed all over Germany should ask 260 members (average
number of members per sport club), leading to 1,326 potential respondents
assuming a response rate of 10%.
For generating a comparable sample in China, same criteria should be applied.
However, internet penetration in China varies enormously by region, where
the majority of internet non-users is much higher in rural areas (Tan and
Ludwig, 2016). This is the reason why contacting all 22 Chinese provinces
with their sport associations would lead to a sample of regularly exercising
participants, but it would neglect the prerequisite of having access to internet
equally distributed among their members. Therefore, focus shifted to inhabitants
of the largest cities in China, ensuring that all respondents have access to internet.
As students are representing the most sportive group in China, sports universities
of the five biggest cities have been contacted requesting them to forward the
survey to students. Those are the sports universities of Shanghai (approx. 6,000
students), of Beijing (approx. 14,000 students), of Guangzhou (approx. 5,000
students), of Tianjin (approx. 6,000 students) and the sports faculty of Shenzhen
University (approx. 5,000 students). Paying attention to the different amount
of inhabitants in the selected cities, the number of students asked needed to be
adapted accordingly: Beijing and Shanghai are accounting for approximately
twice the number of inhabitants as in the other three cities, which is why in these
cases it has been asked for 4,000 students each. In the other three universities, it
was asked for only 2,000 students each, as the related cities account for a similar
number of inhabitants. As a result, there were 14,000 potential respondents.
Assuming the same response rate as in Germany (10%), it was expected to reach
1,400 Chinese online shoppers exercising regularly compared to 1,326 potential
respondents in Germany.
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6 Empirical Study: Results
The ACBC study resulted in N=346 respondents, where 141 out of these skipped
the survey prematurely (61 Chinese and 80 Germans). Here, most respondents
stopped answering the survey, when ACBC part started (6%). The remaining
n=205 complete surveys were answered by 54 Chinese and 151 German
respondents. The standard Hierarchical Bayes (abbr.: HB) estimation exhibited a
root likelihood (abbr.: RLH) of .710 and a pseudo R2 of .593. However, using the
conventional HB calculation might result in misleading estimations, because the
level of errors varies by section: Distinguishing between stimuli considered as a
possibility and not a possibility (binary) will result in smaller error levels than
choosing the best option out of a choice task (Allenby et al, 2005). Therefore,
the “Task-Specific Scale Factors Hierarchical Bayes” estimation was used taking
this bias into account (Sawtooth Software, 2014). Apart from that, the highly
significant interaction effect between country of production and method of
payment was implemented (2-log likelihood p<.00). Additionally, irrational
behavioral structures were detected for the attribute levels of time of delivery,
which is why a constraint was used for this attribute. These structures could
be a by-product of the lowest average important of time of delivery out of all
eight attributes. With the three adjustments described, the new model resulted
in an improved RLH=.738 with a pseudo R2 =.639. The before-mentioned
validity check with separately investigated buying probabilities (derived from
calibration section) indicates that highest estimated part-worth utilities match
the stimuli with the highest buying probabilities attesting a high prognostic
validity. Furthermore, the most frequently configured BYO-selection from the
first section coincides with the winning concept of the choice tournament (at
the third section) verifying a high internal consistency. Regarding the effect on
the decision of all eight attributes used (Figure 2), the three factors of method
of payment, warranty options, and contact possibilities are the most important
ones by far.
In order to find out how valuable the additional information of the performed
ACBC are and how precise ACBC is in estimating the most relevant configuration
in comparison to CBC, a closer look is taken to the stimuli in the screening
section. Here, the sample is analyzed separated by nationality in case any cultural
influence might bias the overall consideration. In the German sample, only five
out of the total 21 stimuli were assigned as “not a possibility”. However, the five
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Effect of attributes on decision (percentage)
25,00

20,00

15,00

10,00

5,00

0,00

Gesamt
Total

Befragte
Deutsche
Respondents
GER

Befragte
Chinesen
Respondents
CN

Figure 2: Effect of attributes on decision.

most frequently considered stimuli out of the remaining 16 ones account for
64.24% of all stimuli used. In the Chinese sample, six out of the 21 stimuli were
considered as “not a possibility”. Here, the seven most frequently considered
ones out of the remaining 16 stimuli account for 64.91% of all stimuli used.
Another important benefit of ACBC that needs to be highlighted comparing
the results to CBC investigations is the frequency of attribute levels marked as
unacceptable or must-have features. Among German respondents, potentially 453
times attribute levels could be assigned as must-haves, as must-have questions
have been asked three times for all 151 Germans. Out of these, respondents
determined 128 times (28.26%) attribute levels as must-haves. To be precise, the
most frequently chosen must-have attribute levels (> 10%) revealed minimum
requirements such as at least return options at additional costs (34.44%) and
at least a three star customer reference (10.60%) should be provided. On the
other hand, potentially 604 times unacceptable attribute levels could be detected.
Out of these, unacceptable features were chosen 449 times (73.40%). Here,
many attribute levels were assigned as unacceptable more than 10% of the
time: AliPay (59.60%) and WeChat Pay (50.33%) are most frequently assigned
unacceptable, but also having no return options at all (45.03%), no contact
possibilities (31.13%), no customer references available (13.25%), the yellow
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navigation bar on the right-hand side (11.26%), return option at additional costs
(10.60%), and contact via live-chat (10.60%).
Similar results were identified in the Chinese sample: 42 times out of
162 related questions (25.90%), must-have attribute levels were examined.
Especially, at least return options at additional costs (24.07%), a three-star
customer reference (14.81%) or at least free return (12.96%) were required as
must-haves. Analogous to the German sample, more unacceptable features than
must-have attribute levels were identified (65.70%). Among these, the most
frequently chosen unacceptable attribute levels were no return of the product
possible (37.04%), payment via PayPal (25.93%), no contact possibilities
available (24.07%), yellow navigation bar on the right-hand side (22.22%),
contact option via phone (20.37%), payment via Mastercard (20.37%), no
available customer references (16.67%), return at additional costs (12.96%),
and contact via email (12.96%).
As one of the major disadvantages mentioned by literature, the time of the
interview needs to be analyzed as well. In this investigation, the total survey
time was eleven minutes on average among Chinese and twelve minutes among
German respondents. Here, up to six question (depending on answers of the
previous three questions) were asked before the actual ACBC took place and
afterwards, another three questions about demographical information were
included. Summarizing the results of this investigation in consideration of
CBC’s problems and ACBC approaches to solve these issues, the Table 5
captures the main aspects on the next page.

7 Conclusion and Outlook
Starting with the disadvantages of ACBC, the longer interview time amounts
to eleven to twelve minutes. This duration of the interview confirming earlier
findings about ACBC investigations (Johnson and Orme, 2007) still seems to be
positioned in a reasonable range of time. One could argue that respondents refuse
to spend that much time answering a survey, but as demonstrated earlier (see
chapter 3), survey participants report higher overall pleasure and enjoyment performing ACBC studies compared to monotonous CBC investigations. However,
especially if panels are used for acquiring respondents, this downside will result
in additional costs. Even though it is possible to shorten the interview time by
removing the BYO-section from the ACBC survey (Orme and Johnson, 2008),
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Table 5: Problems with CBC and its solution using ACBC exemplified by study.

(Identified) problems
of CBC
Answering CBC is experienced as monotonous and
boring leading to higher termination rates and

Respondents
rushing
through the survey

ACBC’s
problem solving

Presented
investigation

Non-compensatory proce- Only 21 respondents (6 %)
dure implemented making stopped answering the sursurveys more realistic and vey when ACBC started
engaging (including BYO- (comparable number of
section; selection of unac- Chinese and Germans)
ceptable and must-have attribute levels)
Interview length between
11 (Chinese) and 12 (Germans) minutes

Respondents are exposed to
irrelevant stimuli (may only
choose none-option)

ACBC starts with their personal ideal stimulus configuration (BYO), followed by
near-neighbor stimuli that
are adjusted with unacceptable and must-have features

High rate of stimuli considered as a possibility (CN:
71%; GER: 76%), whereas
already a few represent the
majority of all stimuli used

Respondents are focusing
on certain key features often neglected at CBC analysis

Respondents are asked Most respondents focused
about unacceptable and on excluding unacceptable
must-have attribute levels. features (CN: 66%; GER:
Selections influence com- 73%), rather than deterposition of upcoming stim- mining must-have features
uli (excluding unaccept- (CN: 26%; GER: 29%)
able ones, keeping musthave ones constant)

Restricted to very few attributes (not able to illustrate complex decision environments)

ACBC
usage
recom- Three attributes identified
mended for more than six (out of eight) representing
up to twelve attributes (un- the most important factors
acceptable and must-have by far
attribute levels help focusing on relevant trade-off
aspects)
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one of its biggest advantages will be removed as well. Apart from that, holdout
tasks are not planned to be implemented in ACBC. Focusing on this aspect, this
is not a disadvantage per se, as holdout tasks are just used as a surrogate and it
is questioned to what extent they are able to actually predict choices (Steiner
and Meißner, 2018), rather than just testing the reliability (Leigh et al, 1984;
Louviere, 1988). Another downside of ACBC compared to CBC investigations
can be found in the higher price for the software to perform one or the other. For
instance, the market leader for conjoint analysis software “Sawtooth Software”
is charging an additional annual fee of 2,000$ for accessing the ACBC package.
Besides, the dropout rate for the study conducted had its peak (6%) at the start
of ACBC in the survey. On the other hand, it was proven that ACBC works
well even with smaller samples (Garver et al, 2012). Confirming the literature
presented, a high consistency was found even within the small German sample
of 151 respondents. Apart from that, additional respondents canceling the survey
prematurely at the beginning of the ACBC part would account for 21 potential
participants only.
In this rather complex decision environment of an e-commerce configuration
in a cross-cultural comparison, ACBC proofs to be a very beneficial tool
allowing to include more attributes than in CBC investigations. Furthermore,
the procedure of ACBC surveys allows focusing straight on the evoked set or
the most relevant stimuli – even if preferences are completely unknown in the
first place. Additionally, by using non-compensatory heuristics in the screening
section (with unacceptable and must-have features), it facilitates to concentrate
on the most relevant trade-offs in the CBC-like part (choice tournament) of the
questionnaire. These decision heuristics (especially the disjunctive ones) seem
to be closer to approaches used by consumers in real life (Liu and Arora, 2011;
Steiner et al, 2016) and, therefore, speak in favor for the procedure of ACBC.
In particular, information generated about unacceptable attribute levels (chosen
two-thirds of the time) provide valuable insights about which features need to
be rejected by companies. Apart from that, ACBC allows to focus on the evoked
set of each respondent with very precise estimations based on the BYO-section.
Even simulations using synthetic data with respondents answering randomly
resulted in better RLH values for ACBC. Using the same number of respondents
as in the investigation presented (n=205) and the same eight attributes with its
four attribute levels each, the CBC simulation with 50,000 iterations (including
25,000 burn-in iterations) leads to a RLH=.407 while the ACBC simulation
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shows a RLH=.574 (compared to the actual investigation RLH=.738). Moreover,
ACBC studies reveal information about the ideal configuration of a product or
concept (BYO-section) and - if a calibration section is included - also buying
probabilities for the individual stimuli could be presented. While CBC mainly
focuses on finding the most preferred option, ACBC provides more detailed
information, e.g. using the second most frequently chosen BYO-selection of
attribute levels besides the results of the HB estimation.
Especially in the complex context of e-commerce configuration in a crosscultural comparison, ACBC has shown its benefits. Summing up this comparison,
the selection of one method over the other will always depend on the budget
available, the planned maximum of time for the survey, the amount of information
needed, and the complexity of the decision environment.
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